Framework development is very expensive, not only because of the intrinsic difficulty related to capturing the domain knowledge, but also because of the lack of appropriate methods and techniques to support the evolution of the framework architecture. Extension rules in combination with the refactoring approach can be used to support framework evolution, assuring consistency with the previously instantiated applications. In this paper we present a refactoring tool that has been extended to support most complex refactorings to implement the extension rules. This feature allows framework redesign and evolution that are consistent with its application instances.
INTRODUCTION
Over the past years, framework technology has become a common reuse technology in object oriented software development. The major reason is to introduce a software development approach where entire software families are developed as opposed to standalone software applications.
A framework is an extensible semi-finished piece of software that represents a generic solution to a set of applications in a specific domain. A framework is composed of a kernel subsystem, which is common to all the applications that may be generated within the framework, and variation points, which represent areas of variability within a framework that can be adapted or extended to provide application specific behavior [Codenie97] .
An intrinsic property of software in a real-world environment is its need to evolve. In particular, framework technology constitutes an ever-evolving representation of our knowledge of the domain in terms of variations and commonalties. A key point in framework development is that design work should not start by trying to model its variability and flexibility at once. Instead, a fixed application should be designed from the framework domain; and it should be generalized only when the fixed case is understood [Schmid99], as it is used. Clearly, such evolution affects existing instantiations, which need to be updated in a consistent way. Because of this, high costs are devoted to the maintenance of products built with the framework. In the context of framework evolution, refactoring and extension techniques are used to improve the quality of the framework. In [Cortes05], specialized extension rules are proposed to support the framework evolution consistent with its instance applications.
Although it is possible to refactor manually, this activity can be tedious and errorprone. Consequently, tool support is considered crucial. A tool provides information management that makes it possible to make better and well-informed decisions about the framework's evolution, especially with respect to the following issues: identification of evolution-prone modules and change impact analysis. Extension rules can be visualized as a composition of primitive refactorings. Since each primitive refactoring preserves the program behavior, the entire composition is itself behavior-preserving. Today, a wide range of tools are available that automate various aspects of refactoring 1 . Much of the prior work has focused on developing a small, primitive set of refactorings. However, the extension activity to support framework evolution is not supported by available tools.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the evolution processes. Section 3 presents the JRefactory tool. Section 4 details the incorporation of new features into the JRefactory tool to support extension rules. Section 5 describes a utilization sample of the tool. In Section 6 we comment on some related works. Finally, Section 7 concludes and presents future research directions.
EVOLUTION PROCESS
In [Butler01], framework development is considered equivalent to evolution process involving the execution of two tasks: restructure and extension. Refactoring is the objectoriented variant of restructuring: "the process of changing a [object-oriented] software system in such a way that it not alter the external behavior of the code, yet improves its internal structure" [Fowler99] . Complicated changes to a program can require both refactorings and extensions. In [Cortés05], the refactoring technique [Opdyke92, Fowler99] and extension rules are used, respectively, to support the execution of these tasks. We consider both techniques as evolution processes that are used to restructure the code and to add new abstractions preserving the observable behavior of the original design 2 . These techniques are very useful in developing efficient and flexible application frameworks and they fit well into the iterative framework development process.
Evolution processes may be used to avoid the architectural drift problem [Codenie97] by changing the variation point structure of the system. This phenomenon occurs when the framework does not support the required customization and the application developers need to violate its structure. When the design modeled by the application is not a valid instance of a framework, evolution processes may be applied to add flexibility into the framework design, therefore, promoting its reutilization. The framework flexibility is based on the variation point structure that can be accessed by the users (application developers). Evolution processes can be considered behavior-extending transformations, since the cardinality of the application set can be increased after its application. The implementation of refactoring and extension rules to evolve framework designs into an evolution tool is the key point of this work.
Refactorings
Refactoring of source code [Opdyke92, Fowler99] is a well-known approach suggested for the development and evolution of frameworks by restructuring a program in a way that allows other changes to be made more easily. In specific situations, refactorings can be useful to implement extensions into the framework design, creating variation points [Fayad99] . The mechanics consist of turning the common behavior (kernel) into an alternative one that is encapsulated into prefabricated classes. However, refactorings are not sufficient to deal satisfactorily with all possible extension processes.
The refactoring activity involves redesign of a program unit to take advantage of good practices in design, such as design patterns, to improve it. A natural relation between patterns and refactorings is presented in the design patterns catalogue In counterpart, there are no refactorings for all design patterns (for example, no refactoring addresses the incorporation of design patterns using recursive subsystems). This incompleteness in the refactoring catalogue [Fowler99] can be solved through the use of extension rules, which are based on metapatterns. Metapatterns model all the possible combinations of template and hooks methods, including the recursive composition. These combinations are used to model framework variation points.
Extension Rules
Extension rules are used to extend the framework behavior, making it possible to instantiate a greater number of applications. These rules implement transformations that alter the framework variation point structure.
The variation point structure introduces variability that is transparent outside the subsystem, either by inheritance or by composition. Using extension rules during the J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO 
JREFACTORY TOOL

JRefactory
4 is an open source tool provided under the GPL written in Java to allow easy application of semi-automatic refactorings. The tool supports the application of the following refactorings:
• Repackage or move class • Move method JRefactory can be integrated directly into industrial strength IDEs and it also can be used in command line variant. The tool carries through the formatting of the code source (Java) received as entered. On the basis of the supplied Java language grammar, a parse tree representing the code structure is generated. This information is used to generate summaries and metadata from the code. On the basis of this excellent information the graphic user interface (GUI) is created on the basis of UML class diagram [Rumbaugh98].
Refactorings in design level are applied by selecting the target element (field, method, and class) in the UML diagram. Since the appropriate refactoring in the menu is selected, the transformation is automatically applied. Differently, refactorings in code level are applied by the selection of the appropriated code from the IDE screen and the selection of the correspondent refactoring through the standard interface.
Both possibilities for interfacing make it possible to deal with refactorings in both design and code levels. In counterpart, the utilization of two different interfaces to apply the refactoring transformations introduces the need to keep both artifacts (class diagram and source code) in sync. Furthermore, functionalities of JRefactory tool provide the ability to format and print both UML class diagrams and Java code. UML class diagrams can be resized and are useful for navigating through lots of code. In particular, the GUI allows zooming (in certain steps), moving classes and changing association lines. The major modules of JRefactory are showed in the package diagram (Figure 1 ), indicating <<import>> dependencies. Another interesting feature supplied by the tool is support for metrics. It is possible to gather metrics about the java source code about package or class, including absolute and average numbers of classes, methods, and statements, each averaged for the higher structural units (e.g. average statements per class, or per method). The metric information highlights problems in classes or methods where there are either too many methods or too many statements per method, for example.
Several characteristics affect the usability of a tool, such as automation, reliability, configurability, coverage, and scalability [Mens04]. The degree of automation of a refactoring tool varies, depending on the refactoring activities that are supported. The JRefactory tool includes a refactoring browser that supports a semiautomatic approach to refactoring. While it remains the task of the developer to identify which part of the software needs to be restructured and to select the most appropriate refactoring to apply, the actual application of the refactoring is automated. The reliability of a refactoring tool mainly depends on the ability to guarantee that the provided refactoring transformations are truly behavior preserving. In this sense, JRefactory checks specific refactoring preconditions before applying it. In addition, an undo mechanism is provided.
In the context of configurability and openness, JRefactory can be easily integrated into industrial strength IDEs. This is typically achieved using the built-in extensibility mechanisms of these tools (e.g., plug-ins, APIs, or wizards). Moreover, JRefactory is an open tool that allows the addition of new refactorings and definition of composite refactorings from primitives ones. This refactoring composition increases the scalability and performance of the tool.
JREFACTORY EXTENSIONS
The JRefactory tool was enriched with the following new features to support the extension rules presented in Section 2.2: Add Hook Method, Add Unification Pattern, Add Separation Pattern, and Add Recursive Pattern. In Figure 2 , an updated diagram is presented in which the tag stereotype <<application>> marks packages that had been modified or incorporated into the JRefactory tool. The execution of the run() method involves checking of pre-conditions. If all preconditions are satisfied, the transformation is realized. Otherwise, the execution is aborted and an exception is raised. Finally, a log file is generated with the information about the refactoring execution. The run() method is a template method, which represents the execution skeleton for all refactorings in three steps: preconditions(), transform() and recordUsage(). The hook methods preconditions() and transform() are defined in subclasses to realize the specific behavior. Extension rules are implemented following the same structure of standard refactorings: as specialization of the base class Refactoring. In this way, the implementation of an extension rule is as shown in Figure 3 . J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO. 8
Framework design implies the existence of a set of instance applications that are generated from it. In the context of framework evolution, the process introduces extra complexity, since application instances must be considered to ensure consistency with the framework, thus avoiding the architectural drift [Codenie97]. Extension rules are defined to support iterative development and framework evolution. In this way, the evolution of instance applications must be considered during the application of the extension rules. In the next sections, a detailed description of the implementation of each rule into the tool is presented. In the following section, we present each extension rule through a short description and the solution proposed and implemented into the JRefactory tool. Illustrations are presented in terms of UML class diagrams. In addition, we use visual representations for the UML-F tags for framework, application and patterns [Fontoura01] .
Add Hook Method Rule
Description. This rule is used to incorporate a hook method into the framework design to implement a new variation point.
Solution. The instance application needs to change the implementation of a kernel method. In this way, each application can define alternative behaviors. Figure 4 illustrates this process. Typically, several concrete classes must be created before the correct abstraction becomes apparent. AddClassRefactoring class partially implements a refactoring to incorporate a new class into the system. This class is used as the base for other classes to implement a specific behavior in order to add a new class under particular conditions. For example, the already existent AddChildRefactoring subclass implements a refactoring to add a new class as the child of a specific one.
AddClassRefactoring extends the base class Refactoring; thus, the run() method displays the structure showed in Figure 3 . Preconditions() method checks the valid application for the refactoring, verifying if the new class already exists. The template method transform() deferring the creation of the new class to subclasses. Consequently, subclasses must define the hook method createClass() to implement this step.
The hook method createClass() in the AddHookMethodRule subclass is depicted in the following activity diagram (Figure 6 ). The activities involve the insertion of an empty class as a subclass of an existing and selected one (candidate for hook class in the framework). In sequence, the system's metadata is updated. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO. 8 Next, the target method for the Add Hook Method rule application, selected from the super class, is pushed down to the recently created subclass, remaining abstract in the base class. To realize this step, the Push Down Method refactoring, already existent in the tool, is used. The repetition of this sequence of activities occurs for each instance application. In this way, the consistency of the instance applications is preserved, since the original behavior of the framework core is transferred to classes of instance applications. The abstract method in the superclass represents a new framework variation point.
Add Unification Pattern Rule
Description. This rule is used to incorporate the Unification pattern into the design. This pattern occurs when both the template and hook methods belong to the same class.
Solution.
Variant steps are implemented as combinations of template-hook methods. The hook method executes the special behavior required by the application developer. The method might be created through the Extract Method refactoring [Fowler99], which replaces a fragment of code with a call to the newly created method (Figure 7) . (Figure 8 ). In this way, the abstract methods in the superclass preconditions() and transform() must be implemented.
Implementation. Add Unification Pattern rule is implemented as a specialization of the abstract class Refactoring
Preconditions for the application of this rule consist of the verification of properties about the integrity of the selected fragment of code. After the precondition, checking the transformation process is initiated. The execution of the transform() method involves the activities showed in Figure 9 .
The creation of the new method from a portion of an existent method in the framework core is carried out using the Extract Method refactoring. After the extraction and since the metadata have been actualized, the new method must be transformed into a hook method. In this sense, the evolution process is similar to the Add Hook Method rule involving the creation of a class hierarchy to represent the specific application classes, and moving down the method through the hierarchy. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO. 8 As a result, the concrete class in the original framework design is transformed into a template-hook class; meanwhile, the concrete subclasses implement the original behavior for each instance application.
Add Separation Pattern Rule
Description. This rule is used to incorporate the Separation pattern into the design. This pattern occurs when template and hook methods belong to different classes. The application of this rule transforms a fragment of code from a method in the core into a hook method.
Solution.
Create a new variation point method in a separate hook class (Figure 10 ). This variation point must be extended by composition. In the obtained design, an additional class is required to host the template method upon adding to the variation point subsystem. Implementation. Similar to Add Unification Pattern, the Add Separation Pattern rule transforms a fragment of code from a method from the framework core into a variation point. The main difference is that the variation point is created as a member of a separated class. Consequently, the extension rule transforms the concrete class in the original design into a template class and a new hook class is added into the framework core.
The Add Separation Pattern rule is defined as a specialization of the base class Refactoring (Figure 11 ). Since this rule is a composition of basic refactorings already existing in the JRefactory tool, preconditions for its execution are partially checked for each refactoring that comprises the rule. The transform() method (Figure 12 ) that implements the rule involves the execution of Extract Method refactoring. This refactoring is responsible for extracting the selected fragment of code and transforming it into a new method, as a member of the original concrete class in the framework core. After that, a new separate class is created and the extracted method in the first step is moved into the new class using Move Method refactoring, already existent in the tool. In the current situation, Add Hook Method rule can be applied to transform the recently created class into a hook one. All changes are reflected in metadata and summaries of code using the SummaryTraversal method.
Finally, the relationship between the template and hook classes is established using Add Field refactoring, already existent in the tool. The refactoring is applied to the template class to create a reference for an object in the hook class. Both template and hook classes belong to the framework core. J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO. 8 
Add Recursive Pattern Rule
Description. This rule is used to incorporate the Recursive pattern into the design. This pattern occurs when an object in the template class refers to objects in the hook class. In particular, the template class is a descendent of the hook class.
As a result, the Add Recursive Pattern rule creates a composite class to implement a recursive variation point. The composite class extends a base class already existing in the framework core that represents an interface for objects. Solution. Create an object composition to handle object collections in order to selectively add or modify behavior to instances (Figure 13 ).
In the Recursive pattern design any number of template classes can be defined as subclasses of H. These template classes can define additional/modified behavior. Note that any number and combination of instances of template classes can be attached to instances of H descendants. The obtained design is coincident with the structural pattern Composite [Gamma95] . Thus, the application of this rule is useful for incorporating the corresponding pattern into the design. Implementation. Similar to the Add Hook Method rule, the Add Recursive Pattern rule is implemented as a specialization of the abstract class AddClassRefactoring ( Figure  14) . The template method transform() in the super class, lets its subclass redefine the hook method createClass() to implement the specific behavior. The hook method createClass() is implemented in the AddRecursivePatternRule subclass as depicted in the following activity diagram (Figure 15) , which involves the creation of a new class for each instance application. Each class is created as a subclass of an existing one into the framework core. In addition, an extra subclass is created representing a composite element, which is included in the framework core. The composite class maintains a collection of primitive components. Since the inheritance tree is created and the system metadata are actualized, the selected method in the superclass is moved down to subclasses using Push Down Method refactoring, leaving it abstract in the super class. The abstract method represents a new variation point in the framework. In this way, the consistency with the application instances is preserved since the framework behavior is partially transferred to subclasses. Thus, the generic behavior in the framework core becomes a specific one in the instance applications, preserving the semantic consistency of the system. Finally, a reference to an object from the superclass is added in the composite subclass to represent the object composition, using Add Field refactoring. This structural pattern allows the redirection of messages through the class hierarchy. Consequently, clients treat individual objects and compositions of objects uniformly.
Metrics
The JRefactory tool contains an interesting feature to extract metrics about the project code using updated summaries generated by the tool. JRefactory supports metrics about the complete project, package, class, and methods. Metrics can be calculated in absolute or relative values, on the basis of classes, methods and sentences. The results obtained are useful for establishing the code's properties, such as if the method number is too high or Framework Structure Level: Metrics for assessment of framework structural characteristics.
• Metrics have a number of interesting characteristics for providing evolution support [Mens01]: "They are simple, precise, general and scalable to large-size software systems." Metrics can be used before the evolution has occurred (i.e., predictive), to analyze the software quality, and after the evolution has occurred (i.e., retrospective), to find out whether its structure of quality has improved. Alternatively, one can study the evolution process, e.g., to understand what has been changed and how. In this context, new metrics were incorporated into JRefactory to obtain a measure of the framework evolution process to assess whether the evolution goals have been achieved. These metrics support reasoning about the framework properties and evaluate the framework flexibility and adaptability. Thus, we implemented the following metrics into the JRefactory: Framework Structure Level:
• Number of Single Inheritance (NSI) count of the number of classes (subclasses) that use inheritance in the system. Motivation. During the extension phase none of the classes changes their hierarchy nesting level, but many of them increase or decrease the number of children. Thus, all changes were made to the leaves of the inheritance hierarchy, which is indeed typical for extensions. Class Internal Level:
• Number of Attributes (NIC + NCV) J OURNAL OF OBJECT TECHNOLOGY V OL. 5, NO. 8
• Number of Public Attributes of a Class (PubA) Motivation. Used to assess the encapsulation level, and thus allow reasoning of the flexibility and reusability levels.
• Number of Abstract Methods (NAM)
Motivation. This metric can be used to assess functional characteristics of individual classes. A variation point is often implemented via a template method [Gamma95, Pree96]. A template method is implemented via a polymorphic method invocation of the hook method. Since object-oriented languages achieve polymorphism via method overriding, this suggests inferring variation points by analyzing overridden methods. Such methods in Java are marked as an abstract method.
On the basis of the information supplied from metrics, it is possible to establish design properties and consequences of the evolution processes. This feature offers immediate feedback after the refactoring application. For example, when an evolution rule is applied, the metrics about interfaces, methods and abstract classes must return a bigger occurrence index than found in the metrics before the application. This occurs because the extension rules incorporate new explicit variation points into the design, which are implemented using these elements.
JREFACTORY UTILIZATION
In this section we present some screen shots of the utilization of JRefactory tool in practice using the study case illustrated in [Cortes05]. The project imported into the JRefactory environment consists in a framework for web searching. The corresponding initial class diagram is shown in Figure 16 . The user confirmation raises the effective transformation that is reflected in the code. Consequently, the respective metadata and summaries are generated in a way that is consistent with this actualization. Figure 18 represents the final design after the application of this extension rule. 
RELATED WORKS
Currently, there are very few framework design methods that deal with framework evolution. Refactoring is a useful technique that is easily carried out manually. However, tools can help refactoring proceed more quickly. The first refactoring tool built was the Smalltalk Refactoring Browser. The Refactoring Browser [Roberts97] is a tool to help maintain frameworks written in Smalltalk. It currently does not support extension rules, but it has an open architecture and the introduction of the rules and new refactorings seems to be straightforward. Metrics are not supported. Unfortunately, Smalltalk is not a mainstream commercial language. Subsequently, several refactoring tools for other languages have emerged, in particular for Java. [Florijin97, Meijers96, Winsen96, Gruijs97] propose tools that provide extensive support for working with design patterns to achieve framework restructuring. The tools provide automated transformations that can be used to evolve design pattern instances in predefined ways at a high level of abstraction. These transformations are similar to our metapattern approach, but neither change propagation or application upgrading are addressed.
CONCLUSION
In this work we present an extension of an already existing tool for software refactoring to support evolution rules. The extension consists of the inclusion of four extension rules to support framework evolution: Add Hook Method, Add Unification Pattern, Add Separation Pattern and Add Recursive Pattern. Similar to refactorings, extension rules automate many common design transitions and reduce the likelihood of errors. While such transformations have been shown to support the introductions of metapatterns in object-oriented applications, we are aware of their usage to support the evolution of frameworks and guide developers when evolving the framework, by propagating the appropriate changes, as well as application upgrading.
Through the utilization of structural information in addition to formal methods to check the behavioral model it is possible verify the correctness of the evolution processes that are proposed. Using a combination of these techniques, it is possible to check if the processes preserves the external behavior, and establishes some properties regarding the flexibility of the evolving design.
There are other possible evolution rules that can be defined for variation points that are not implemented as template-hook combinations. In the future, we hope to elaborate and include new rules for different kinds of variation points in the tool.
